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Abstract
The poset !f8m•n , which consists of the naturally ordered subwords ofthe cyclic word on length
n on an alphabet of m letters, where subwords are obtained by deleting letters, is introduced and
studied. This poset is of special interest since it is strongly related to several different structured
posets, like Boolean lattices, chains, Higman orders and Kruskal-Katona posets.
1. Introduction
Let d be a finite alphabet with Id I~ 2 and let "/Y denote a set of words over d. It
is natural to partially order the elements of "/Y using the subword relation ::::;. The
arising orders are called embedding or linguistic orders. The consideration of these
orders was initially motivated by applications in the linguistical and mathematical
theory of languages (see [10,15]).
Let us consider the special case where "/Y contains with every word a also every
subword of a. Then Farmer [8] could prove that the poset :JJ = ("/Y, ::::;) has nice
topological properties, e.g. it is a cellular poset, i.e. it is a graded poset and the
homology groups satisfy H[1'(:JJn,;JjJn - 1) = °for p < n and all n. Moreover, its
homology can be computed using only the free chain complex generated by its normal
words. Here a word is normal when any two consecutive letters are distinct.
Obviously, the structure of;JjJ depends heavily on the top level words of"/Y which
generate all other words of"/Y by subword relation. Chase considered in [6] one top
level word S. If the length (number ofletters) of S is fixed and if Si denotes the number
of subwords of S of length i (i = 0, ... ,n) he proved that the Si simultaneously attain
their maximum iff S is a repeated permutation of d (between two equal letters in
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S occur all other letters of at). This motivates our choice for S (which we call um•n)
depending on two parameters m = Iat I; m, n ~ 1 in the following way:
U m.n := 012 ... (m - 1)012 ... (m - 1)01 ... ,
where the number of letters is n. The poset where Um. n is the top level word is denoted
by ~m.n'
There are two directions of motivations which make the examination of ~m,n inter-
esting to us. First, they are as the poset of shuffles of Greene [9] idealized models of
some situations which arise in mathematical biology [17,11] and in the theory of
languages [15]. Second, we are interested in extending the relatively small set of
well-understood posets with respect to several properties (Sperner, automorphisms,
Mobius function, jump number, dimension, ... ). In general, only a small number of
standard posets is investigated very well; see e.g. [1,7,14]. The poset fJ6m,n has strong
connections to the Boolean lattice ~(n) and consequently to its Hasse diagram, the
n-dimensional hypercube .2!n. Note the trivial fact that fJ6m,n is isomorphic to the
Boolean lattice !?len) if m ): n. !JHl,n forms a chain. If 2 ~ m < n, then !JHm,n can be
generated by identifying certain elements of fJ6(n). On the one hand, ~m,n (2 ~ m < n)
does not have several well-known properties of fJ6(n), as the symmetry of the Whitney
numbers or the property to have a (0, 2)-graph (see [3, 12J, or [14]) as its Hasse graph.
But on the other hand, the Whitney numbers of fJ6m,n are logarithmically concav (see
[6]) and consequently unimodal and fJ6m,n contains large hypercubes. The automor-
phism group was examined in [5]. The Mobius function was calculated independently
by Bjorner [2] and Warnke [16] and the jump number is also known. Some research
is going on to prove that ~m,n is Sperner.
In this paper we give basic insights into the structure of fJ6m,n and develop tools
(choice vectors, recursive constructions) which have been used to solve for instance the
jump number problem and seem adequate to attack open problems. We start now
with the formal definitions.
Let m ~ 1 and n ~ 0 be integers and let at = {O, 1, ... ,m - I} be an alphabet. An
m-ary word a oflength n is a sequence alaZ ... an with ai E at, i = 1,2, ... ,n. Let lal
denote the length of a. Let f/J be the empty word. It has length O.
A wordb = b1bz ... bt is called a subword of the word a = alaZ ... an, ifbi = aji with
1 ~ j 1 < jz < ... < jt ~ n for i = 1,2, ... ,t and we denote it by b ~ a resp. b < a if
additionally a =f. b.
The partially ordered set of all subwords of the m-ary word
Um,n,i = i (i + l)(i + 2) ... (i + n - 1)
(where every letter of the word is to consider mod m) of length n together with the
relation < is denoted by ~m,n(i).
Let fJ6m,n = fJ6m,n(O). Obviously, all these posets are isomorphic to ~m,n'
Let um,n = Um,n,D be the word 01 ... (m - 1)01 ... (m - 1)01 ... (m - 1)01 .. of
length n.
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The set of all subwords of Um,n - the underlying set of :?Jm,n - will be denoted
by "IfIm,n'
It is easy to see that :?Jm,n is a ranked poset. The set JIIk(:?Jm,n) of all subwords of
Um,n consisting of k letters exactly is just the set of all subwords of rank k in :?Jm,n,
k = 0, 1, ... ,n. Let us define the kth Whitney number of :?Jm,n by
tm.n,k = IJIId:?Jm,n) I,
for all m ~ 1, n ~ 0,°~ k ~ n. For convenience let tm.n,k equal °for all other
parameters. Furthermore, let tm,n resp. qm.n denote the total number of points resp.
edges in the Hasse diagram Jf'm,n of :?Jm,n' Then
n
tm.n = L tm,n.k·
k;O
In Burosch et al. [5] the automorphism group of fJBm,n is determined. Its order is
given by
n! if n ~ m,
IAut(fJBm.n)I = 2(2m - n)! if m + 1 ~ n ~ 2m,
2 if 2m + 1 ~ n.
All these problems were investigated in Burosch et al. [4] in the special case m = 2.
In order to get first impressions of :?Jm.n, we present in Fig. 1 the Hasse diagrams of
:?J3 , 3, fJB3•4 , and :?J3 ,5 and in Table 1 the Whitney numbers in the case m = 2 and
n ~ 10.
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Table 1
Table of Whitney numbers
n\k 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 2 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 2 4 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 2 4 7 5 1 0 0 0 0 0
6 2 4 8 11 6 1 0 0 0 0
7 2 4 8 15 16 7 1 0 0 0
8 2 4 8 16 26 22 8 1 0 0
9 2 4 8 16 31 42 29 9 1 0
10 2 4 8 16 32 57 64 37 10 1
Next we will recall some usual notations.
The elementy of a poset f!lJ = (X, ~) is said to cover the element x, denoted by y ·>x,
ify > x and ify ;:: z > x impliesy = z. Obviously, the order relation is the reflexive and
transitive closure of the cover relation. A Hasse diagram Yf = Yf(f!lJ) [Hasse graph
~(&)] is a directed graph [undirected graph] whose vertex set V(Yf) is X and whose
edge set E(Yf) consists of all pairs (x,y) [sets {x,y}] where x <. y. In Yf(f!lJ) let
r (x) resp. a- (x) denote the outdegree resp. the indegree for all x E X. Put
d(x) = r (x) + d- (x). Finally, let Yfm.n = Yf([J6m,n) and ~m,n = ~([J6m,n)' A subset:#' of
the poset f!lJ is called filter [ideal] if x E :#' and y ;:: x [y ~ x] imply y E :#'. A filter
[ideal] :#' is said to be generated by a subset Y of f!lJ if
:#' = {x E X: x;::y [x ~y] for somey E Y}.
Given the cyclic permutation n = (01 ... (m - 1)), let nO denote the identical permu-
tation and let
n i = nn ... n
'---y--J
i-times
for i = 1,2, ...
Throughout this paper let the integers q and r be defined by
n = qm + r, q ;:: 0, °~ r ~ m - 1,
where m and n are the basic parameters of [J6m,n'
Obviously, Um•n has the following representation:
Um.n = um,mum.m ... Urn, mUm,.·
\ )
V
q-times
In Section 2 we investigate the structure of [J6m,n and Yfm,n' This includes some
recursive constructions for Yfm,n and from these we get recursive formulas for the
numbers of its vertices and edges. In Section 3 we determine the Whitney numbers and
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the number of elements in &Bm.n. In Section 4 we give constructions of &Bm.n by
identifying elements of &B(n) with respect to a suitable equivalence relation. Moreover,
the problem of embedding of an edge-maximal subgraph cg of Ytm.n into the hyper-
cube !Zn and the dimension of a maximal hypercube which is an order-preserving
subposet of &Bm•n are investigated. Finally, in Section 5 we establish some open problems.
2. Structure of &Jm•n
In this section we give two recursive descriptions of &Bm •n , more precisely, of
Ytm •n (Theorems 1 and 2). The common starting point is the trivial fact that &Bm •n and
&B(n) are isomorphic if n :::::; m.
The word Vi = vm.n.i is to be obtained from U m.n by deleting the first i letters,
i = 0, 1, ... ,m - 1. Obviously, Vi starts with i since n ~ i + 1. Furthermore, let
1IIm •n• i denote the set of all words of &Bm •n which start with i, i = 0, 1, ... ,m - 1. Then
we get the partition
(1)
where 1IIm •n• i '# 0 since n ~ i + 1.
By ignoring the first letter of every word of 1IIm •n• i (namely i) we get bijectively the
subwords of vm •n.i + 1, i.e. together with our relation exactly &Bm •n - i-I (i + 1), which is
isomorphic to &Bm.n- i-[. Hence, Ytm.n contains disjunctively Ytm.n-l,Ytm.n-2'"''
.Yfm.n- m, and Yt(&Bm.n-{0}) will be covered by them completely (see Fig. 2 if m = 3 and
n = 6). It remains the question which edges are induced by Ytm,n between these
subdiagrams, i.e., we have to describe
m-[
E(Ytm.n) - U E(Ytm,n-i- d·
i=O
Exactly, the edges (a,b) E E(Ytm.n) do not belong to
m-[
U E(Ytm.n- i- 1),
i=O
which are either of the type (0, k), k = 0, 1, ... ,m - 1, or (a,b) with a = ia', a = jia',
la'i ~°and i ,#j. For j < i these are exactly the edges (ia',jia'), i = 1,2, ... ,m - 1,
j = 0, 1, ... ,i - 1, la'i ~ 0, since ia' E 1IIm •n and) < i imply jia' E 1IIm •n . If) > i, one has
to guarantee that ia' E 1IIm •n implies jia' E 1IIm •n . This is the case if and only if
ia' :::::; U m •n - m • This condition is sufficient, since by
we can chose j from the first subword Urn. m of Urn. n' But if ia' :::::; Urn. n - m is not true, the
i must be a letter of the first subword Um.mof Um.n, and consequently,jia'¢1IIm.n. This
yields the following statement (see also Fig. 2).
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Lemma 1. Let m ~ 1 and n ~°be integers. The set
m-l
E(£'m.n) - U E(£'m,n-i-.),
i=O
consists exactly of the following members (a, b):
(a,b) = (0,k), k = 0, 1, ... ,m - 1,
(a,b) = (ia',jia'), i = 1,2, ... ,m - 1, j = 0, 1, ... ,i - 1,
Ia' I~ 0, ia' E 1f'm,n,
(a, b) = (ia',jia'), i = 0, 1, ... ,m - 2, j = i + 1,i + 2, ... ,m -1,
ia' ~ Um,n-m'
(2)
(3)
(4)
Obviously, £'m,i = 0for i < °and £'m.O = 0. For n ~ 1, £'m,n has as vertex set the set
of all subwords of Um,n' Let £'~,i = £'m,i for i ~ 0. For every i = 0, 1, ... ,m - 1 and
every word a = a1a2 ... ak E 1f'm, n - i - 1 we define
(5)
Let £'~,n-i-l be the digraph with vertex set {.fi(a): a is a vertex in £'m,n-i-.} and edge
set {(.fi(a),.fi(b)): (a,b) is an edge in £'m,n-i-.}'
Now we obtain the following theorem immediately.
Theorem 1. Let m ~ 2 and n ~°be integers. The digraph £'m,n has as vertex set the set
ofall subwords of Um,n' It consists ofm (vertex disjoint) digraphs £'~,n-m, ... £'~,n-l'
an additional vertex 0 and all edges of the type (2)-(4).
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This gives a recursive description of the Hasse diagram .1t'm,n and hereby of the
poset £2lm,n' The fact that .1t'm,n is generated from the graphs
.1t'~,n-m, .1t'~,n-m+l>"· ,.1t'~,n-l (6)
and an additional vertex 0- according to Theorem 1 - will be expressed by the
following formulae:
.1t'm,n = .1t'~,n-m EB .1t'~,n-m+ 1 EB .. , EB .1t'~,n-l' (7)
Now we will color the edges of.1t'm,n in blue, white, and red,l Suppose, we know the
color of the edges of the digraphs .1t'm,n-i-l, i = 0, 1, .. , ,m - 1. The edge (f;(a),f;(b))
of .1t'~,n-i-l gets the same color as the edge (a,b) of .1t'm,n-i-l' In addition, the
edges of the type (2), (3), resp. (4) in the construction of .1t'm,n from .1t'~,n-m,
.1t'~,n-m+l' ,.. ,.1t'~,n-l are defined to be white, red, resp. blue in .1t'm,n'
For example, in .1t'3.6 the edges (012,0102), (012,0120), resp. (011,0101) are blue,
white, resp. red, although in this case m = 3 and n = 6 none of these edges are of the
type (2), (3), or (4). The edge (012,0120) resulted from .1t'3, 3 and is white consequently,
The edges (012,0102) and (011,0101) were built in .1t'3,4 and obtained their colors
there (see Figs. 1 and 2),
Lemma 2. Let a = ia' E "fIIm,n' Then we have
a ~ Um,n-m ¢>(ni+1)-1(a') ~ Um,n-m-i-l'
Proof. The statement follows from the equivalence
a ~ Um.n- m ¢>a' ~ vm,n,m+i+l ¢>(ni+1)-1(a') ~ Um,n-m-i-l' o
(8)
(9)
For every a E "fIIm,n let bm,n(a) denote the number of blue edges from a to a
successor of a.
Lemma 3. Let m ~ 2 and n ~°be integers. Thenfor every a = al a2 .,. CIt E "fIIm,n we have
bm,n(a) = L:= 1 gm(ai-l - aJ else,
where gm(x) denotes for every integer x the representative of x mod m from d and
ao:= m - 1.
(10)
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. If n ~ m, then (10) is true, since there is neither
a blue edge nor a subword a with 0# a ~ Um,n-m'
Let n > m. We assume that (10) is true for all integers n', n' < n. Let a E "fIIm,n' If
a = 0, then bm,n(a) = °= L?= 1 gm(ai-l - ail, by definition of the colors and the graph
1 This paper was written in France just before 200th anniversary of the French revolution of 1789.
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£'m,n' Now let lal =1= O. Then a = ia' E "fIIm,n,i with la'i ~ O. Because the isomorphism
between £'m,j and £'~,j is given by (5) the number of blue edges from a in
£'~,n-i-1 equals the number of blue edges from an = (n i+1)-1(a') in £'m,n-i-1. If
a*, um,n-m we have no new blue edges in our construction according to (4). Since
Lemma 2 it holds an *' Um,n-m-i-1 and by induction hypothesis there is no blue line
from a in £'~,n-i-1 which proves bm,n(a) = 0 in this case. Conversely, if a ~ Um.n- m
we have according to Lemma 2 and the induction hypothesis
bm.n-i-1(an) = L:=3gm((ni+1)-1(ai_d - (n i+1)-1(ai)) + gm(m - 1 - (n i+1)-1(az))
blue edges in £'~.n-i-1 from a. Another way to define n would be
n(x) := x + 1mod m for XEd. Hence n preserves differences mod m and we get
finally bm,n-i-1(an) = L::=zgm(ai-1 - a;} since a1 = i and (n i+1)-1(;) = m - 1. Using
(4) we can see that exactly m - 1 - i new blue edges arise in the recursive construction
of £'m.n' Because of gm((m - 1) - i) = m - 1 - i we get the proposition.
Lemma 4. Let m ~ 2 and n ~ 0 be integers. Then for every a E ..;Vk(~m.n) we have
r {n - k if a 1:. Um,m-n,~.~)= .
. (k + 1)· m - k if a ~ U m, m - n . (11)
Proof. A successor of a = a1aZ ... ak is generated by adding just one of the m elements
0,1, ... ,m - 1 at some of the k + 1 possible places of a. Since the adding ai just before
or behind the letter ai in a yield the same successor, we get
(12)
If n ~ m, then (11) is true, since in the cube 2. n every element of the kth level has
exactly n - k upper neighbors.
Now let n > m. First we consider the case a ~ Um•n - m ' Ifa = 0, then (11) is true. Let
a =1= 0, say a = ia'. By (3) and (4) a obtains i resp. m - i - 1 new upper neighbors,
which are connected with a by red resp. blue edges. The number of upper neighbors
increases just by m - 1. By Lemma 2 we may assume that the formulae (11) for
£'m,n-i-1 is true and that we have
(13)
Hence, a has in ~m,n exactly ((k -1) + 1)'m - (k - 1) + (m -1) = (k + 1)'m - k
upper neighbors. Now let a*, Um,n-m' So, a = b(1)b(Z) ... b(q)b(q+ 1), where b(i) ~ ul:l. m,
. - 1 2 1 Ib I(j) 0 I' • - 1 2 d' dd' . b(q) <i' (q + 1) 'f1- , , ... ,q+ , > lor J- , , ... ,q an 10 a lhon "f".Um,r 1
b(q+ 1) = O. Therefore, for every of the n - k missing letters of Um.n in a there is
a uniquely determined place in a where this letter can be added in order to get
a subword of Um, n' All these generations yield different upper neighbors of a. Hence we
obtain
a;m)a) = n - k. (14)
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In the case of the n-dimensional cube :?2 n there is - using the well-known relation
:?2 n + 1 = :?2 n x:?2 1 - a recursive construction of :?2n without any coordinates: Take two
(disjoint) copies of the :?2n _ 1 and connect corresponding vertices of both copies by an
edge (see Fig. 3).
This simple construction is useful in drawing the Hasse graph at a computer as well
as in the induction step in several proofs of assertions about the cube.
Now we will describe a similar simple construction for the digraph y'fm,n' Its
existence is not obvious, at all.
Let n ~ m. The induced subgraph y'f~, n - m of y'fm, n with the vertex set "film, n, m- 1,
which forms the first summand of (7) will be called the smallest summand of y'fm,n' It
has in y'fm,n a canonical isomorphic subgraph y'fm,n-m with the interval [0,um,n-m] in
fJJm,n as vertex set. The vertex a = (m - l)a' E V(y'f~.n-m) s; V(y'fm,n) corresponds the
vertex a' E V(y'fm,n-m)'
Construction 1. Consider two (disjoint) copies y'f~,n-l and y'f~,~-l of the graph
y'fm, n - 1 and connect every vertex x* of the first copy by an edge (x*, x* *) with its
corresponding vertex of the second copy. If, in addition, n - 1 ~ m and
y'f~,n-m-l resp. y'f~,~-m-l denote the smallest summands of y'f~,n-l resp.
y'f~,~ - 1 and eventually y'f~,~ - m- 1 denotes the canonical isomorphic subgraph of
"""'** . """'** h 'd 'f * V( """'* ). h .Jl m,n-m-l lO Jl m,n- b t en 1 ent! y every vertex x E Jl m,n-m-l wit Its corre-
d · ~. V("""'** )spon 109 vertex x lO Jl m, n - m- 1 .
Theorem 2. Construction 1 yields the Hasse diagram y'fm, n of the poset fJJm,n'
Proof. If n - 1 < m, i.e, n :( m, then y'fm,n =:?2n (since then fJJm,n ~ fJJ(n)) and the
identification of Construction 1 does not work, i.e., we have just the mentioned
inductive construction of :?2 n from two copies of the :?2n - l'
Let n - 1 ~ m. Furthermore, let in analogy to (7) hold
and
In the proof we make use of the numbering by subword, although it is not necessary in
Construction 1. A vertex from V(y'f~,n- d will be numbered by the word n(a) if and
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only if it corresponds in £'m.n-l to a subword a of Um,n-l' A vertex from V(£'~.~-l)
will be numbered by the word On(a) if and only if it corresponds in £'m.n-l to
a subword a of Um.n-l (see Fig. 4),
Hereby we define n(0):== 0. Note that for every a E 1II'm.n-l the word n(a) is
a subword of n(um,n- d ~ Um.n and On(a) ~ um.n' Hence, all notations of vertices of
£'~,n-l and £'~.~-l belong to "If;".n' It is easy to see that every element from
1II'm.n - with exception of words starting with zero in the interval [0, um.n- m] in
ggm,n - occurs exactly once as a notation of a vertex in £'~.n-l or £'~,~-l' Every
word a = Oa' E [0, Um,n - m] occurs exactly twice as a notation of a vertex, Let x denote
that vertex in the smallest summand £'m,n-m-l of £'m,n- b which corresponds to the
subword n-1(a) = (m - l)n- 1(a') of Um.n-l' Let x* resp. XU be the copy of x in
£'~,n-m-l resp. £'~.~-m-l and let x** E V(£'~,~-m-d £= (£'~.~-2) be the vertex
which corresponds canonically the vertex x** in £'~.~-l' Then the notations
of x*, x**, resp. x** are a, Oa, resp. a, i.e., exactly the vertices x* and x** have the
word a as its notation. By the identification in the Construction 1 every a E 1II'm,n
occurs exactly once. If £'~.~* denotes the result of Construction 1, then
V(£'~.~*) = V(£'m.n) = 1II'm.n. It remains to prove only:
(15)
In the case that a and b have the same first letter it follows easily by the construction
of £'~,~*.
Let a = 0. Then (a, b) E E(£'m.n) ~b = i, 0 ~ i ~ m - 1 ~(a,b) E E(£'~,~*). Hence
(14) is true for a = 0.
Let a =F 0 and let us assume that a and b have different first letters, Then
(a,b) E E(£'m,n) if and only if a = ia' E 1II'm.n and b = jia' E 1II'm,n' Assume
(a,b) E E(£'m.n)'
If i =F 0 andj = 0, then (a, b) is contained as an edge (x*,x**) in E("If'm.n)'
If i = 0 and j =F 0, then from b = jia' E 1II'm,n follows a = ia' ~ Um,n-m and hence
n- 1(a) E "If'rn,n-l. Because of n- 1(b) E "If'm,n-l the edge (a, b) is contained in £'~,n-l'
already. In the last case, i.e. i =F 0 and j =F 0, from the trivial fact that n - 1(a) E "If'm. n- 1
and n-1(b)E "If'm,n-l follows that (a,b) is contained in £'~,n-l' too. This implies
E(£'m,n) £= E(£'~,~*). In order to prove the reverse inclusion we have to remark only
that using the above correspondence from vertices to words all the constructed edges
in Construction 1 join adjacent words of ggm,n' 0
3. Whitney numbers
In the following we deal with number tm.n,k, tm.n, and qm,n'
Theorem 3. Let m ;;:: 1, n ;;:: 0, and k ;;:: 0 be integers. Then
tm,n,k = tm,n-l,k + tm,n-l,k-l - tm.n-m-l,k-l, if(n,k) =F (0,0), (16)
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tm,o,O = 1,
tm,n = 2'tm,n-l - tm,n-m-l, ifn ~ 1,
tm,o = 1,
qm,n = 2, qm,n-l - qm,n-m-l + tm,n-l - tm,n-m'
(17)
(18)
First we recall that tm,n,k = 0 if n < 0 or k < 0 and tm,n = 0 and qm,n = 0
if n < O.
Proof. tm.o,o = 1 and tm,o = 1 are evident. In the case k = 0 the recursion (16) follows
immediately, since obviously tm,n,O = 1 if n ~ 1.
The recursions (17) and - for k ~ 1 - (16) follow immediately from Theorem 2,
because every vertex Oa E V(~;;,~-d is obtained from the vertex 7[1 1 (a') by adding
the first letter 0 and because the two diagrams ~:::.n-m-l and ~:::,~-m-l are
identified.
In proving (18) we make again use of the ideas and notations of the proof of
Theorem 2. The number of directed edges in ~;;.n-l U~:::,~-l is 2qm,n-l' The number
of directed edges (x*,x**) from ~:::,n-l to ~:::,~-l is tm,n-l' From its sum we have to
substract the number of edges which we lost by identification of
~:::,n-m-l with ~:::.~-m-l' First, these are qm,n-m-l edges in ~:::,n-m-l' It remains
the consideration of the edges which are starting in ~:::, n - m - 1 - (a, b) with
a E V(~:::,n-m-l) and b¢ V(~:::,n-m-d- and which are ending in ~:::,n-m-l - (c,a)
with a E V(~:::,n-m- d and c¢V(~;;,n-m-l)' Those edges (a,b) of the first type,
which have the form (a,b) = (x*,b), b E (~;;.n-d, will be transformed by the iden-
tification of Construction 1 to new blue edges (x*,b) But edges (a, b) = (x*,x**)
will be not transformed to new edges, since (x*,x**) E E(~:::,~_ d. Its number is
tm,n-m-l' which is to substract. Also we have to substract the number of edges
(c,a). These are in Yf'm,n-l exactly those blue edges, which do not end or start in
Yf'm,n-m-l' Its number is by Lemma 3 the number of subwords of Um,n-m-l,
which do not lie in V(~m,n-2m-r), i.e. exactly tm,n-m-l - tm,n-2m-l'
Consequently,
qm,n = 2'qm,n-l + tm,n-l - qm,n-m-l - tm,n-m-l
- (tm,n-m-l - tm,n- 2m- r)
= 2'qm,n-l - qm,n-m-l - (2·tm,n-m-l - tm,n-2m-r) + tm,n-l
where also (17) was used. 0
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Theorem 4. Let m ;?: 1, n ;?: 0, and k ;?: 0 be integers. Then the Whitney number tm, •. k
is given by
Remark 1. Note that the multinomial coefficient vanishes if
m-I
I 'j -# k or 'j < 0 (0 ~j ~ m - 1).
j=O
Proof. Every subword a = al a2 ... ak of Urn•• will be associated with a sequence
(b l , b2, ... ,bd in the following way: bl counts the number of deleted letters in
Urn •• before al (which is contained in a), b2 counts the number of deleted letters in
Urn,. between al and a2 (which are contained in a), etc. Conversely, to every integer
sequence (b l ,b2 , ... ,bd with bj ;?: 0 (1 ~j ~ n) and
k
I bj ~ n - k,
j= I
we get a unique word a. Unfortunately, this mapping is not one-to-one in general. In
order to get a bijection between the set of subwords and those b-sequences we proceed
as follows: If there is an index i with bi ;?: m, then we can take ai,ai+I,'" ,ak each
m places before as in Urn,.' Repeated application shows that to every subword a we
have a sequence (b l b2 , ... ,bk ) with 0 ~ bj ~ m - 1 (1 ~j ~ n) and
k
I bj ~ n - k.
j= I
This mapping is bijective since all places of ala2, ... ,ak in Urn,. are uniquely deter-
mined. Hence,
.-k
t k="'k'm,n, L..J m, ,l'
i=O
where 'm.k.i is the number of sequences (b l , b2 , ... ,bk ) with 0 ~ bj ~ m - 1 (1 ~ j ~ n)
and
Now let 'j = I{I: 0 ~ I ~ m, b, = j} I. Obviously,
m-I
I 'j = k.
j=O
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But furthermore,
m-l
L jrj = i.
j=O
The set of all b-sequences is uniquely described by:
(i) the set of all r-sequences satisfying the above-mentioned conditions and
for each such r-sequence
(ii) the number of combinations to place ri numbers i (1 :::; i :::; m - 1) on the
k places in the b-sequence.
The latter number is just the multinomial coefficient
Just iff (m - l)k :::; n - k, i.e. n ~ mk, the condition
k
L bj = i:::; n - k
j= 1
is satisfied automatically. Then we have to add up all multinomial coefficients with
fixed k yielding
Corollary 1.
Corollary 2.
tZ.n,k = f (~).
i=O I
Theorem 5. The number tZ.nof elements of f!Jz,n satisfies
( 2)(1 +J5)n ( 2)(l- J5 )ntz,n = 1+ J5 2 + 1 - J5 2 - 1,
Proof. By Theorem 3 the sequence {an} with an = tZ,n + 1 (n ~ 0) satisfies the
Fibonacci-type recursion
We apply standard techniques. Let
00
CP(x) = L aixi ,
i=O
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Then it follows that
00
(1 - x - XZ)<p(x) = ao + (al - ao)x + L (a. - a.-l - a.-z)x· = 2 + X,
.=2
2+x
<p(x) = 1 z
-x-x
and eventually the theorem. 0
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By the same procedure we obtain the generating function <Pm(x) for tm,. with fixed
m ~ 2. Unfortunately, it is more difficult to handle it. So we mention the generating
function here only.
Proposition 1. For all fixed m ~ 2 the sequence {a.} with a. = tm,. + 1j(m - 1) satis-
fies the recursion a. = a.-l + a.-z + ... + a.- m (n ~ m) with a. = 2· + 1j(m - 1) for
n = 0, 1, .. , , m - 1 and has the generating function
( ) __1_ (L~=-Ol (m - i)x
i )
<Pm X - m _ 1 (1 - L~OXi) •
4. The poset 81m,. and the Boolean lattice 8I(n)
In this section we will study the relation between the posets f!4m,. and f!4(n). First we
show that f!4m,. can be considered as the equivalence order of ~(n) concerning to
a certain equivalence relation. It will turn out that f!4m,. can be generated from f!4(n) by
identifying certain elements. Since the Hasse graph cgm,. of f!4m,. is not embeddable in
the Hasse graph fL. of the Boolean lattice ~(n), we investigate the question for the
minimal number of edges we have to delete from cgm,. in order to get a graph which is
embeddable in fL•. Finally, we determine the maximal dimension of a Boolean lattice
which is a cover preserving suborder of f!4m , ••
Next we introduce an equivalence relation 9lm,. on the Boolean lattice. Let fm,. be
the following mapping:
fm,.: V(fL.) H V(Yf'm,.) ,
where every x = (Xl'XZ,'" ,x.) E {O, I}· satisfies
1 ~jl <jz < ... <jk ~ n, Um,. = alaZ ... a. and,
Xi = 1 ¢>i E {jl,jz, ... ,A}.
(19)
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The vector x is called the choice vector of the word a = ail ah ... ai, E "IfIm.n. For
a fixed a E JVdggm.n) there are several choice vectors in general. For example,
a = 01 E "1f13• 5 has exactly the choice vectors (00011), (10001), and (11000).
We define for X,Y E V(2 n)
(20)
Obviously, ~m.n is a equivalence relation in {O, 1}n.
Let [x] = [x](m) c;::: {O, 1}n denote the set of all those tuples which are obtained
eventually by applying the following operation (called admissible exchange) to the
0, I-word x: We start with x. In x or in every other already obtained word a letter 1can
be moved precisely m letters to the left or to the right, provided that no letter 1 was
placed on this position before and no letter 1 was jumped over. Furthermore,
x E [x](m)' See the example,
[(00011)](3) = {(00011), (10001), (11000)}.
Theorem 6. For every x E {O, 1}n the set [x](m) is just the equivalence class ofx accord-
ing to the equivalence relation ~m.n'
Proof. First we prove by induction on n that f(x) = f(y) implies [x](m) = [Y](m)'
Trivially this holds for n = 1. Suppose that the statement is true for all n' ~ n - 1. Let
X,Y E {O, 1Ywith
Now we prove by induction on k that x and yare equal or x can be generated from
Y by applications of admissible exchanges. This is evident for k = 1. Let k ~ 2. Let
p resp. s denote the first index i with Xi = 1 resp. Yi = 1. Without loss of generality let
p ~ s. If p = s then apply the induction hypothesis to the vectors x/,y' of the length
n' = n - p, which are obtained by omitting the first p coordinates of x resp. y.
If p < s, then s - p is a multiple t· m of m because of f(x) = f(y).
p s
x = 00 ... 01 ?? ... ?1 ?? ... ?1 ?? ... ?1 ?? ... ?O
(21)
y=OO ... OO ?? ... ?1 ?? ... ?1 ?? ... ?1 ?? ... ?1
Ai A 2 Ar - i Ar
By repeating t times the admissible exchange to the one on position s iny we produce
the y' instead of y, which coincides with x in the first p positions. Now apply the
induction hypothesis. This gives the desired result. Vice versa, [x](m) = [Y](m) implies
f(x)m.n = f(Y)m.n, obviously. 0
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Corollary 3. For every x E JV(gdm,n) the following assertions are equivalent:
(i) \[xJcmll > 1 V x = 0,
(ii) fm,n(x) ~ Um,n-m,
(iii) k ~ n - m and 3y = (Yl'Y2, ... ,Yn-m,O,O, ... ,0) E [x](m)'
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Proof. That (ii) implies (iii) and that (iii) implies (i) is evident. If [x ](m) > 1, then there
are indices j and j + m such that the coordinates of x satisfy Xj i= Xj+m and Xj+i = 0,
i = 1, ... ,m - 1.
Thus, there are m consecutive O's in x and consequently fm,n(x) ~ um,n-m,
i.e. (ii). D
Corollary 4. For um,n-m there are exactly n - m + 1 choice vectors.
Proof. A choice vectorfor Um,n-m has theform 11 ... 100 ... 0. Now the conclusion is
simple. D
Let rJ' = (X, ~d be any poset and let ~ be any equivalence relation on X. We
suppose that every equivalence class in X according to ~ is an antichain in f!J. Let us
define for all x,y E X their equivalence classes <x) and <y) according to ~:
<x) ~2<Y): ~Vy' E <y)3x' E <x)x' ~ly'. (22)
It is easy to verify that (22) defines a poset on the set X j~ of all equivalence classes. We
call this poset equivalence poset of rJ' according to ~ and denote it by rJ'j~.
In [14] Stanley introduced the quotient poset rJ' jrg, where rg is an automorphism
group of rJ'. This quotient poset has some very interesting properties; for example, if
f!J is a unitary Peck poset then rJ' jrg is Peck (i.e. rank unimodal, rank symmetric, and
strongly Sperner [for all k: the maximal size of a family ~ £:: rJ' without chains of
length k + 1 equals the largest sum of k Whitney numbers]), too.
Unfortunately, equivalence posets do not seem so strong. For example, even if rJ' is
the Boolean lattice (i.e. rJ' is Sperner and even Peck), then f!J j~ has not to be Sperner
at all. For which class of ~'s we have that rJ'j~ is Sperner?
The equivalence classes of the equivalence relation ~m,n on {O, l}n are antichains in
gd(n), obviously. Hence, the equivalence poset gd(n)j~m,n is defined. We will show that
this is exactly gdm,n'
Lemma 5. For arbitrary equivalence classes [x](m), [Z](m) in {O, In} according to the
relation ~m,n holds:
(23)
Proof. Let x' E [x](m) and z' E [Z](m) with x' < z' and let z" E [ZJcm) be arbitrarily
chosen. Then there is a sequence of admissible exchanges by Theorem 6, which
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transforms z' to z". We apply these exchanges to the starting word x'. So we obtain
x" E [X](m) with x" < z" eventually. Hence, the non-trivial part of (23) is proven. 0
Let'§ = (X, E) be any digraph. Furthermore, let X* be any partition of X in subsets
x*,y*, .,. of X. We generate a digraph '§* = (X*,E*) from '§ by identifying of
vertices. More precisely, we define
(x*,y*) E E* ¢>3x E x*3y E y* :(x,y) E E.
If we have H(2.) = '§* and H(&J) = '§ for two posets &J and 2., we say that 2. is
generated from [l» by identifying of elements according to the partition X*.
Theorem 7. Let m ~ 2 and n ~°be integers.
(a) fJBm.n is an equivalence poset of the Boolean lattice according to the equivalence
relation in {a, l}n with the classes [x](m), i.e.
(24)
(25)
(26)
(b) ~m,n is generated from ~(n) by identifying of elements according to the partition
X* = {[x](m): X E {a, 1}n}.
Proof. Obviously, the mapping [x](m) ~f(x) is bijective from {a, 1}nj9lm,n onto "fIIm,n'
In order to prove (24) it remains to prove
[X](m) <' [Y](m) ¢>f(x) <' f(y)·
By Lemma 5 we have
[x](m) <' [Y](m) ¢>3x' E [xJm)3y' E [Y](m)x' <' Y'
Evidently,
3x' E [x](m)3y' E [yJm)x' <' y' ¢>f(x) <,f(y) (27)
Now, (26) and (27) imply (25). The assertion (b) follows from (a) by applying
Lemma 5. 0
Corollary 5. The induced posets from ~(n) resp. fJBm.n on the sets
n n
U JVd~(n)) resp. U JVk(~m.n)
k=n-m+ 1 k=n-m+ 1
are isomorphic to each other.
Proof. The statement follows from (24) and the assertion (i) and (ii) from
Corollary 3 from Theorem 6. 0
A graph resp. digraph '§ = (V, E) is called embeddable in the graph resp. digraph
'§' = (V',E'), if there is bijective mapping h: V ~ V" ~ V' such that for all x,y E V
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Fig. 5.
we have
(x, y) E E <0> (h(x), h(y)) E E'.
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If n > m ~ 2 then the (undirected) Hasse graph t§m,n of the poset gum,n contains the
graph K Z,3 (see Fig. 5).
Since no cube contains the graph K Z,3' t§m,n is not embeddable into a cube, Of
course, after deleting sufficiently many edges from t§m,n the remaining graph is
embeddable. Let ifm,n be the digraph which is obtained from the Hasse diagram
Yfm,n by omitting all blue edges.
Theorem 8. The digraph ifm,n is embeddable into the directed cube !In.
Proof. In every equivalence class [x](m) S; {O, l}n according to the relation Plm,n we
chose the lexicographically last tuple among all tuples of {O, l}n which are mapped by
[m,n to a E iflm,n and we denote it by ii. For ally E [xJrm),Y =I- ii, it follows that the first
coordinate, at which Y and ii differ, equals to 1 in ii. Let if"m,n:= {ii: a E iflm,n}'
Evidently, a H ii is a bijection from iflm,n to if"m,n' It suffices to prove that for all
a,b E iflm,n it holds
(a, b) E E(Yfm,n) and (a,b) is not a blue edge in Yfm,n <o>ii ~ b. (28)
This is true if n ~ m by Yfm,n = ifm,n = !In. Now all follows by induction on n, if we are
able to show that the assertion (28) is true in every construction step concerning the
new edges (a,b). These are exactly the edges (a, b) with
(i) a = 0 or
(ii) a = ia', b = jia'; j =I- i.
The case (i) is obvious. Consider (ii). If (a, b) is no blue edge, then j < i by (2)-(4).
Consider b. The first letter j of b in the first subword Um,m of Um,n occurs in a previous
coordinate than the first letter i of a in Um,n' Hence, ii < b.
Now let ii <- b. Suppose j > i. Consider ii. Now the above argument works again
yielding a contradiction to ii ~ b, i.e. j < i. Consequently, (a,b) is no blue edge
by (3) and (4). D
In addition to the proof we mention that there may exist an edge (a,b) E E(Yfm,n)
without ii <. b. Consider the following example in the case m = 3, n = 7: We have
(a, b) = (20,220) E E(Yf3 , 7), but, if ii = (0011000) and b = (0010011), then we do not
have ii ~ b.
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Theorem 8 generalizes Corollary 5.
Remember that bm,n denotes the number of the blue edges in .n"m,n and let Sm.n be
denote the minimum number of edges in .n"m,n we have to delete in order to get a graph
embeddable in a cube. Theorem 8 says
(29)
We conjecture equality in (29).
Lemma 6. Let m ~ 2 and n ~ 0 be integers. Then
bm,n = 0 if 0 ~ n ~ m,
m m-2
bm,n = L bm,n-i + L (m - i - l)tm,n-m-i-l otherwise.
i= 1 i=O
Proof. (30) is trivial. By (7)
m
L bm,n-i
i= 1
(30)
(31)
is just the number of blue edges in .n"m.n-m, ... ,.n"m,n-l' Now consider (4). Lemma 3
guarantees that blue edges only start at subwords of Um,n-m' The ideal in 86m.nwhich
was generated by um,n-m induces in .n"m,n-i-l a 86m,n-m-i-l, i = 0, ... ,m - 1. Hence,
by (4) and Lemma 3 the desired result follows. D
A subposet [JjJ' = (X', ~') of a poset [JjJ = (X, ~) is a poset with
(i) X' <::; X and
(ii) a ~' b ~a ~ b for all a, b EX'.
A subposet [J>' = (X', ~') of the poset [JjJ = (X, ~) is defined as cover preserving iff
for any x', y' E X' the both relations x' <.' y' in [JjJ' and x' <. I y' in [J> are equivalent.
Obviously, the subposet [JjJ' is cover preserving iff the Hasse diagram of [JjJ' is an
induced subgraph of the Hasse diagram of [JjJ. Let d(m, n) denote the maximum
dimension of a Boolean lattice, which is a cover preserving subposet of 86m,n'
Theorem 9. For any integers m ~ 2 and n ~ 0 we have
d( ) = {n if 0 ~ n~ m,
m, n n _ LiitJ if n ~ m + 1.
Proof. The theorem is obvious for n ~ m from Theorem 1. Thus, in the following let
n~m+1.
First we prove d(m, n) ~ n - Ln/m J. The facts (i) and (ii) from Corollary 3 of
Theorem 6 imply that for every x E ifrm,n, x*, Um,n-m the set {z E "Hrm,n: Z ~ x} induces
a Boolean lattice 86(n -Ix!) in 86m,n' Obviously, there exists a wordx E "Hrm,n oflength
Ln/mJ which is not a subword of Um. n - m'
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Now we are going to prove d(m, n) ::( l((m - 1)/m)' nJ+ 1. Let a and b be elements
in "IfIm•n such that they are the bottom and top element resp. of a Boolean lattice f?l(d)
which is a cover preserving subposet of !!Jm,n and induces in Yf'm,n a hypercube !!la. Let
us assume a E Alk(!!Jm,n)' From (11) follows:
(32)
because all edges of the Hasse-diagram of !!J(d) containing a are edges in Yf'm,n from
a to upper neighbors. Since the point b at the top of the hypercube f2 d has at most rank
n (namely, um,n), the dimension of the hypercube cannot exceed n - k. Hence,
d ::( n - k.
(32) and (33) yield
m' d = d + (m - l)d ::( [(k + l)m - k] + (m - l)(n - k) = m + (m - l)n
and
m -1d(m, n) ::( -- n + 1.
m
(33)
It is easy to see that l((m - 1)/m)' nJ+ 1 = n - Ln/mJ iff n is not a multiple of m.
Thus it remains to prove
lm - 1 Jd(m, qm) ::( n - q = ----;;;-. n .
Suppose there is a cover preserving induced subposet !!J(d), d = n - q + 1, in !!Jm,qm'
Then in (32) and (33) all inequalities must be equalities and the greatest element of
!!J(d) must be Um,n' It follows from (32) that all edges from a to upper neighbors in
Yf'm.n must be used in f2d • From (33) we see k = q - 1. Now a as all elements of
,Alq- 1(24m.n) is a subword of Um.n- m' From q, m ~ 2 follows that a i= um,n-m' Let c be
the neighbor of a on a shortest path in Yf'm,n from a to Um,n-m' Since Um,n-m is
a subword of all elements in Al'n _ 1(!!Jm.n) this is true for c, too. So c is smaller than all
precessors of the greatest element of !!J(d). This is impossible for c as a neighbor of the
smallest element a of the Boolean lattice !!J(d). This contradiction finishes the proof of
Theorem 9. D
Remark 2. One can show that d(m, n) defined in Theorem 9 gives also the maximal
order of a directed hypercube as induced subposet of Yf'm, n' This is in general a weaker
property than being the Hasse diagram of a cover preserving subposet.
5. Open problems
We conclude this paper with some open problems. The unimodality of the Whitney
numbers implies that there is a largest Whitney number. For which rank this is
attained?
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Problem 1. Fix m and n. Determine k', 0 ~ k' ~ n with
tm.•. k' ~ tm.•. k for all k.
Let d*(m,n) be the largest d such that the Hasse graph ~m•• of fim•• contains an
(undirected) hypercube fLd as an induced subgraph. Of course, d*(m, n) ~ d(m, n).
Conjecture 1.
d*(m, n) = d(m, n).
In connection with this Conjecture 1 let us mention the following fact (see [3] or [12]):
Take a 2n-dimensional hypercube fL zn which is induced by all subsets of size not
exceeding n and identify in this graph vertices representing complementary sets
(obviously, these are of size n). The resulting graph, the so-called halfcube has
diameter n and contains a fL zn - z as an induced subgraph surprisingly.
Concerning Sm•• ' the minimal number of edges in .ifm•• we have to delete in order to
get a graph which is embeddable in the hypercube fLn' we have the following
conjecture. The number of blue edges in .ifm•• was denoted by bm••.
Conjecture 2.
As our most favourite question we would like to decide is whether or not fim•• is
a Sperner poset and more general a normal poset (see [7] for notations). We were able
to get several partial results only, but these led us to the following conjectures.
Conjecture 3. PAm.• is a normal poset for all m ~1 and n.
Conjecture 4. PAm.• is a Sperner poset for all m ~ 1 and n.
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